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Hiding the keyboard!
Launch Proloquo4Text by tapping on its icon. If 
the keyboard is visible, tap the Show/Hide 
Keyboard button.!

Accessing the Options!
Tap Options in the bottom toolbar to access the 
Options.!

Going to Appearance!
In the Options, tap Appearance.!

Large icons!
Tap Large icons to enlarge the buttons of the 
Text Pad.!

Background Color!
Tap Background Color to change the color of 
the Text Pad’s background.!

Text Pad Controls!
Tap Controls to adjust the position of the Text 
Pad controls (Top or Bottom).!

Speech Indicator!
Tap Speech Indicator to define whether the 
Speech Indicator on the Text Pad is Hidden, 
Always Visible, or Visible when Speaking.!!

Text Highlight!
Tap Text Highlight to define whether the text is 
highlighted per word, per sentence, or 
completely turned off.!

Highlight Color!
Tap Highlight Color to define which color is used 
for text highlighting. 

Font!
Tap Font to adjust the font that is used when 
writing on the Text Pad.!

Font size!
Use the arrows to make the font bigger or 
smaller.!

Font color!
Tap Color to change the color of the font. You 
can pick from all kinds of color scales.!

Font type!
Tap Font to change the font type.!

Viewing your changes!
You can see that the Sample will change 
immediately while you are adjusting the font. 
This will give you an example of what the font 
will look like.!!

Text Pad
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Quick Blocks!
By default, all Quick Blocks are shown below 
the Text Pad. There are a total of three Quick 
Blocks available to help you speed up your 
conversation: History, Phrases and Quick Talk.!

History!
Toggle History to OFF to hide the History.!

Phrases!
In the Appearance options under Quick Blocks, 
tap on Phrases to adjust the appearance of the 
Phrases. Toggle Phrases to OFF to hide the 
Phrases. Additionally the Phrases can be 
shown in Grid or in List View (default).!

Quick Talk!
Tap on Quick Talk to adjust the appearance of 
the Quick Talk. Toggle OFF Quick Talk to hide 
the Quick Talk block. Additionally the Quick Talk 
can be shown in Grid (default) or in List View.!

!
!!

Quick Blocks
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Keyboard Prediction

Keyboard Prediction!
In the Appearance options, go to the Keyboard 
Prediction section.!

Word Prediction!
Toggle Word Prediction to OFF to disable Word 
Prediction on the keyboard. You will notice that 
the Word Prediction suggestions on top of the 
keyboard will immediately be removed.!

Sentence Prediction!
Toggle Sentence Prediction to OFF to disable 
Sentence Prediction on the keyboard. You will 
notice that the Sentence Prediction suggestions 
on top of the keyboard will immediately be 
removed.!

Font!
Tap Font to adjust the font that is used for Word 
Prediction.!

Font size!
In the Font Options, use the arrows to make the 
font bigger or smaller.!

Font color!
Tap Color to change the color of the font. You 
can pick from all kinds of color scales.!

Font type!
Tap Font to change the font type.!

Viewing your changes!
You can see that the Sample will change 
immediately while you are adjusting the font. 
This will give you an example of what the font 
will look like.!
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